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 This paper describes a new sealing structure, a “floating nested structure”, for flexible 
hybrid electronic (FHE) device applications using an ultrathin chip (UTC).  In the floating 
nested structure, the part on which the UTC is mounted is physically connected to the sealing 
material only with a meander structure.  By using  the floating nested structure, the tensile 
strain transmitted to the UTC mounted on a flexible substrate can be reduced markedly.  
We fabricated a UTC with a thickness of 5 µm using deep reactive ion etching (deep-RIE) 
technology.  The fabricated UTC had flexibility with a radius of curvature of 0.5 mm.  Also, 
we conducted an experiment to demonstrate the effect of the floating nested structure.  When 
the elongation of the test sample used in the experiment was 20%, the strain on the flexible 
substrate	without	the	floating	nested	structure	was	710	µε.		In	contrast,	the	strain	was	220	µε	
when using the flexible substrate with the floating nested structure.  This means that the 
floating nested structure reduced the propagation of strain by 69.0%.  From the above results, it 
is expected that the floating nested structure can be useful in the development of FHE devices 
with both elasticity and flexibility.

1. Introduction

 Flexible electronic devices have been developed as key devices in the field of the 
Internet of Things (IoT).  In particular, flexible electronic technologies are expected to be 
used in healthcare monitoring applications such as electrocardiogram,(1–3) pulse wave,(4,5) 
myocardium,(6,7) muscle sound,(8) blood flow meter,(9,10) and thermometer(11,12) monitoring.  
This is because flexible electronic technologies enable the fabrication of healthcare monitoring 
devices that are comfortable to wear.  To realize both flexible and stretchable electronics, 
printed electronic devices using organic materials, molecular materials, and nanowire substrates 
were previously studied.(13)  However, printed electronic devices have many problems with 
regard to functionality, reliability, and durability.  
 In contrast, conventional silicon-based electronic devices have the advantages of good 
functionality and high reliability.  However, they are hard, brittle, and inflexible.  Therefore, 
a technology called flexible hybrid electronics (FHE) has been receiving attention.  This 
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technology achieves both flexibility and good functionality by combining an ultrathin chip (UTC) 
consisting of single-crystal silicon and printed electronics.  When a silicon-based electronic 
device is thinned to a thickness of less than 20 µm by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP), 
dry etching, and MEMS processing,(14–18) it becomes flexible.  Vanfleteren’s group fabricated 
an ultrathin microcontroller unit (MCU) with flexibility and good performance,(19,20) and 
demonstrated that an MCU with a thickness of 20 µm can operate when its radius of curvature 
is 3.3 mm.  Additionally, it was demonstrated that the effect of bending can be reduced by 
thinning.  
 However, although a UTC is flexible, it does not have stretchability.  Moreover, a UTC easily 
breaks when tensile stress is applied to it.  To make the UTC stretchable, a meander structure 
is generally formed on a flexible substrate,(21,22) as shown in Fig. 1.  This meander structure 
absorbs the tensile stress and reduces the transmission of tensile strain to the island structure 
on which the UTC is mounted.  Additionally, we previously demonstrated that it is possible 
to reduce the strain transmission using a floating island structure.(23)  However, this previous 
investigation did not consider the sealing of the UTC.  As shown in Fig. 2(a), when a flexible 
substrate with a UTC is embedded with a sealing material, strain is transmitted to the island 
structure through both the sealing material and the meander structure.  Therefore, we developed 
a sealing method to realize a floating island structure inside the sealing material.  As shown in 
Fig. 2(b), by forming this floating island structure inside the sealing material, the tensile strain 
transmitted from the sealing material can be reduced.  We named the structure a “floating 
nested structure”.
 The objective of this study was to demonstrate the effect of our floating nested structure in 
reducing the strain propagated to the UTC.  This paper first describes the method of fabricating 
a UTC for tensile testing.  Using MEMS technology, we succeeded in fabricating a 5-µm-thick 
UTC device.  The mounting and sealing processes for developing the floating nested structure 
are next described.  Finally, a tensile test was performed on a test sample to demonstrate the 
reduction in tensile strain propagation by the floating nested structure.

Fig. 1. (Color online) Image of FHE device using UTC.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Fabrication of UTC

 Figure 3(a) shows the process of fabricating the UTC using the MEMS technology and a 
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate.(24–27)  First, platinum and titanium (Pt/Ti) were sputtered 
on the SOI substrate (step 1).  Next, the Pt/Ti layer was milled by ion milling, and a Pt/Ti wire 
was formed on the device Si layer (step 2).  Subsequently, the device Si layer was dry-etched (step 
3).  After that, the handle Si layer was etched by deep reactive ion etching (deep-RIE).  Then, 
the SiO2 layer was etched using RIE equipment (step 4).  The thicknesses of the Pt/Ti, device 
Si, SiO2, and handle Si layers were 200 nm, 5 µm, 1 µm, and 400 µm, respectively.  Figure 
3(b) shows the structure and a photograph of the fabricated UTC.  The size of this UTC was 
2 × 3 mm2 and its thickness was 5 µm.  The chip was supported on the handle Si layer by four 
support structures.  A notch was formed in each support structure, and by breaking this notch, 
it was possible to pick up only the UTC from the SOI substrate.  Figure 4(a) shows the UTC 
after being released from the SOI substrate.  It was confirmed that the UTC could be released 
from the SOI substrate by breaking the notch.  In the UTC, four Pt/Ti wires (wires A, B, C, and D) 
were formed.  The generation of cracks on the UTC can be detected by measuring the resistance 
of these wires, as discussed later.  Additionally, as shown in Fig. 4(b), it was confirmed that the 
UTC had flexibility and could be bent to a radius of curvature of 0.5 mm.  

Fig. 2. (Color online) Cross-sectional views of (a) FHE device using conventional sealing structure and (b) FHE 
device	using	floating	nested	structure.

(a)

(b)
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2.2 Floating nested structure

 The UTC mounting and sealing processes were carried out as shown in Fig. 5.  First, a 
flexible substrate with an island structure and eight meander structures was fabricated (step 1).  
The size of this flexible substrate was 45 × 15 mm2 and its thickness was 125 µm.  The flexible 
substrate material was polyimide (MB18-25-18CEG, Nippon Steel Chemical & Material Co., 
Ltd., Japan).  Copper wires (thickness of 5 µm) were formed on the front side of this flexible 
substrate by lithography and etching.  Subsequently, the flexible substrate was processed using 
a laser cutter (3500U, EO Technics Co., Ltd., Japan) to form the island structure and meander 
structures.  The size of the island structure was 10 × 10 mm2.  The meander structures were fan-
shaped (width: 300 µm, radius of curvature: 1 mm, connection angle: 30°).  Next, a UTC was 
mounted at the center of the surface of the island structure (step 2).  Eight bumps were formed 

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Process of fabricating UTC using MEMS technology and (b) structure of fabricated 
UTC.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Photographs of (a) UTC after being released from SOI substrate and (b) UTC bent by pin set 
(radius of curvature: 0.5 mm).

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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at the center of the island structure and connected to the eight pads at both ends of the flexible 
substrate through the eight meander structures; first, Ag paste (Rexalpha RA PS 074, Toyo 
Ink Co., Ltd., Japan) was added dropwise to the bump portion, then adhesive was applied (CA-
191, Cemedine Co., Ltd., Japan) to the other portions.  After aligning the eight bumps and eight 
Pt/Ti electrode pads of the UTC, the face-down mounting of the UTC was conducted.  Next, 
the island structure was sealed (step 3); the sealing material was dimethylpolysiloxane (PDMS).  
The ratio of the main agent to the curing agent, the curing temperature, and the thickness of 
PDMS	were	10:1,	100	℃,	and	2	mm,	respectively.	 	Finally,	 the	flexible	substrate	was	entirely	
sealed (step 4) as follows.  Two PDMS blocks with a concave shape were created using a mold.  
The flexible substrate was sandwiched between the two PDMS blocks (thickness of 2.5 mm).  
Finally, the two PDMS blocks were joined by coating PDMS on the joint surface and curing.  

3. Experiment

3.1 Experimental setup

 In order to demonstrate that the f loating nested structure can reduce tensile strain 
transmission, an experiment was conducted using test samples with and without a floating 

Fig.	5.	 (Color	online)	Process	of	sealing	test	sample	using	floating	nested	structure.
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nested structure.  Figure 6 shows the experimental setup.  To measure the strain during the 
experiment, a strain gauge (KFGS-2-120-C1-11L5M3R, Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., 
Ltd., Japan) was attached to the center of the back side of the island structure using adhesive 
paste (CC-33A, Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd., Japan).  Both edges of the test sample 
were clamped using tensile testing equipment.  The strain gauge was connected to the bridge 
circuit and the measurement system.  Enameled wires were soldered to the pads at both edges 
of the flexible substrate and emerged on the exterior of the test sample.  By connecting the 
enameled wires to the tester, the resistances of wires A, B, C, and D were measured to detect 
the cracking and breaking of the UTC.  The tensile test equipment was connected to a controller 
and a tensile stress was applied to the test samples by adjusting the distance between the clamps; 
the initial distance was 60 mm.  In this experiment, the elongation was 0–20% (clamp distance 
from 60 to 72 mm).  The strains and resistances of wires A, B, C, and D were measured at every 
2.5% elongation.

3.2 Results

 Figure 7(a) presents the results obtained by the tensile test for test sample A, and Fig. 7(b) 
presents the results obtained by the stretching test for test sample B.  For test sample A, as 
the elongation increased, the value indicated by the strain gauge also increased.  When the 
elongation	was	20%,	 the	 strain	was	710	µε.	 	For	 test	 sample	B,	 the	 strain	 increased	with	 the	

Fig. 6. (Color online) Experimental setup.
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elongation rate.  However, the rate of increase was smaller than that for test sample A.  When 
the	elongation	was	20%,	the	strain	of	test	sample	B	was	only	220	µε	because	the	floating	nested	
structure reduced the tensile strain transmitted through the PDMS sealing.  When the elongation 
was 20%, the reduction was 69.0%.  Regarding the resistances of wires A, B, C, and D of the 
UTC, there was no significant change in the resistance of each wire, even when the elongation 
was 20%.  Therefore, it was concluded that the UTC did not crack or break.  Note that when the 
elongation reached 22.5%, a crack was generated on the PDMS block of test sample A.  Then, 
this experiment was stopped.  A detailed discussion of these results is presented in the next 
section.

4. Discussion

 This paper presents a newly developed sealing technology for an FHE device with flexibility 
and stretchability.  We also propose a sealing method using a floating nested structure.  From 
the experimental results, the floating nested structure can reduce the transmission of tensile 
strain.  The tensile strains when the conventional sealing structure and floating nested structure 
were	710	and	220	µε,	respectively;	then	the	elongation	was	20%.		This	means	that	the	floating	
nested structure can reduce strain transmission by 69.0%.
 First, regarding the experimental results of test sample A, the strain increased proportionally 
to the elongation up to 15%, but then suddenly dropped when the elongation reached 17.5%.  
This may have been caused by the partial peeling of the interface between the PDMS and the 
flexible substrate.  A shearing force was applied to the interface between the PDMS and the 
flexible substrate owing to the elongation of the test sample.  When the shearing force reached 
its limit, a lateral slip occurred, which reduced the transmission of the tensile strain.  However, 
because the peeling was partial, the elongation increased to 20%.  
 Regarding the experimental results of test sample B, although the rate of increase in tensile 
strain was smaller than that of test sample A, the tensile strain increased proportionally to 

Fig. 7. (Color online) Experimental results of (a) test sample A and (b) test sample B.

(a) (b)
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the elongation.  There were two causes of tensile strain propagation, namely, the meander 
structure and the friction of the PDMS blocks.  With regard to the meander structure, the limit 
to which propagation can be reduced depends on the shape of the structure.  Therefore, tensile 
strain propagation can be further reduced by optimizing the shape of the meander structure.  
With regard to the friction of the PDMS blocks, it is considered that strain propagation can be 
suppressed by enclosing a lubricating liquid inside the floating nested structure.
 Finally, with regard to the experimentally observed UTC stress, the stresses applied to the 
UTC were 121.0 MPa (test sample A) and 37.2 MPa (test sample B), and Young’s modulus for 
silicon was assumed to be 169 GPa;(27) the strain was the same on the front and back sides of 
the flexible substrate.  Considering that the tensile breaking stress of single-crystal silicon was 
1.89 GPa, the stress applied to the UTC did not reach the breaking stress in this experiment.  
Therefore, the wires in the UTC did not break.
 The following conclusions were drawn from the above results.
(1) When the elongation was 20%, the tensile strain of test sample A (sealing structure without 

a	 floating	 nested	 structure)	was	 710	 µε	 and	 that	 of	 test	 sample	B	 (with	 a	 floating	 nested	
structure)	was	220	µε.

(2) A strain reduction of 69.0% was achieved owing to the floating nested structure.
(3) By optimizing the meander structure and reducing the friction of the sealing materials, the 

strain propagation may be further reduced.
(4) The UTC did not break at 20% elongation because the stress did not reach the breaking 

stress of silicon.  However, this may occur with a larger elongation.

5. Conclusions

 We proposed a novel sealing structure for developing flexible and stretchable FHE devices 
using a UTC.  The proposed sealing structure can reduce the tensile strain propagating from 
the sealing structure.  Although this study focused on a UTC, it is considered that this structure 
can also be used to reduce the tensile strain of the sealing of packaged chips.  Therefore, the 
floating nested structure has good potential for application to the development of FHE devices.  
In future works, a vital-sign sensor will be fabricated on the floating nested structure and a test 
will be conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the structure.
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